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Let /’ be a Jordan algebra of degree larger than 3, U(g) the universal 
enveloping algebra of f, and AT a Jordan bimodule for it. In Glassman [26], 
we defined an inner derivation functor to be any epimorphism-prcscrving 
subfunctor of the derivation functor, D. For any inner derivation functor /, 
and any short exact sequence 0 ---f M’ - M- lljT” --f 0, we showed the 
existence of a long exact sequence 
where 
0 - HJO(f, M’) - HJO(f, M) - HJO(&, M”) 
2 HJ’(/, M’) - HJ’(,#, AI) - HJ1($, M”) 
L H’(/, M’) - ..’ -2, 
H”(#, M) is isomorphic to the module of short singular extensions of length 
n of M by 2, and H,O($, M) is isomorphic to Hom,,Y,,(C, M) for some 
g bimodule C. 
In this paper we show that HZ(f, M) = 0 for M injective and determine 
an inner derivation functor I($, -) such that Hrl(f, M) - 0 for M 
injective. Finally we give a simple form for the bimodule C such that 
and H”(f, -) is the n-th right derived functor of Hom,,p,(C, -). ‘The 
advantage of the added generality of inner derivation functors as defined in 
Glassman [26] will become apparent since we will use one that is neither 
minimal, maximal, nor classical. 
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Before beginning, we need some preliminary results concerning Jordan 
algebras and related constructions. 
KOECHER’S EMBEDDING 
Let / be a finite dimensional Jordan algebra with unit over a field of 
characteristic f2,3. Koecher [IS] h as associated with such an algebra a Lie 
algebra, K,(2) which closely reflects the structure of 8. 
Write R, for right multiplication by a in $, 
R(f) = R, l={RJa~jfj. 
Let Y($) be the Lie transformation algebra of 2. The identity 
[R, 1 [R, , Rcll = Rari+g 
shows that 
%f9 = R(B) + [R(B), RIG 
Define A : & @ f -+ L?(&) by 
aAb = R,., - [R, , RJ G R;‘. 
Note here, that multiplication in the Jordan algebra is denoted by dot product. 
As a vector space, 
where 9’ is linearly isomorphic to 2. 
Define a vector space automorphism ‘ on K;(j) as follows: 
’ exchanges components 2 and j’, R,,’ = -R,,‘, [R, , R,]’ = [R, , R,]. 
We also write n : K,?(f) - K&j’) for this mapping. 
Multiplication in K,<(y) is given by 
[a, T b,’ + 4 , et + h’ + 41 
= (a,Z, - a&,) -1 ((b,Z,‘)’ - (b,Z,‘)‘) i- (a,Ab, ~ a,Ab, + [II , ZJ). 
Here Z E 5?(f). It is an easy verification that S,(g) under this multiplication 
is a Lie algebra and r is an algebra automorphism of period 2. We also note 
that the subalgebra of K,?(y) g enerated by 1, I’, R, is a Lie algebra of type A, . 
Koecher has shown that (j’ is semisimple (separable) if and only if K,(f) is 
semisimple (separable). 
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Now let M be a Jordan bimodule for 8. Then E(#, M), the split null 
extension of M by f, is a Jordan algebra and we may construct 
WW, n/l)) = (f 0 Ad) E (&’ 0 M’) c-3 R/ 0 R, 
O[R8 > Rx1 G [R,$ ,Rnnl. 
Writing 
we see that 
K,(Jq$, M)) = K,(Jq @ qJ!q = wG(29, wf)) 
is a Lie algebra and so ;,(AZ) is a Lie bimodule for K,(y). 
We next examine the derivations of K,-(f). Let d E D(y, fl). Then the 
map R(d) : T(g) + Y($) given by 
WW) = R,, > [Ru ,&I R(d) = L&d 9 &I + [Ro > &I 
is a derivation. Define K,<(d): K,T(#) --f K,(y) by 
where 
a&(d) = ad, a’K,(d) = (ad)‘, Z&(d) = ZR(d) 
aE8, a’ E f’, I E qf). 
LEMMA 1. K,<(d) E D(K,(&), IsY,(~/)) and commutes with n. 
PYOOj-. 
(a4 K,(d) = R,.,W) - [Rn > &I R(d) 
= %.a - [%I, 41 - [Ra > %,I 
~ Km + Ru.m - - [%I , &I - Pa , &I 
= ad& + ad(bd) 
= (aK,(d)) db + ad(bK,(d)). 
[n, Z] K,?(d) = (al) d = adl + a(ZR(d)) 
= [K(d), 11 + [a, am,]. 
These identities are sufficient to prove K,(d) a derivation, and commuta- 
tivity with involution is obvious from the definitions. 1 
Schafer [23] has shown that if & is Jordan with 1 over a field of charac- 
teristic 752, then a derivation d E D(&, 2) is in P’(d) if and only if 
d = c [ai , , &I, z 
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where [ai , , bi] denotes the associator of n, and bi . Hence, if M is a unital 
bimodule for such an algebra, d E ZI(‘f, M) is in 9’(E(&, n/r)) if and only if 
The classical inner derivation functor Z is defined by: 
I($, M) = D(g, 31) n Y(S(g, PI)). 
Its properties are discussed in Glassman [26]. 
LEMMA 2. Let d E L&f, 8). Then ICY(d) is inner if and only if 
d E Pm w31 
Proof Suppose xKR(d) = [b, x] for all .T E K,(f) where 6 := a, + 6,’ + I,, . 
Pick .v =~ a + b’ -~ 1. Then, from the manner in which derivations were lifted 
from ,y to K,&@), ad is the first component of .‘cK,?(d); that is, ad = a& - al,, . 
But since x is arbitrary, this must hold for all ZE 9’(z), i.e., for all 
I, , le , a,,Zr = a,$, . Since char ac eristic t ,y F 2, we may choose lr = R, , 
1s -:m 2R, and obtain a, = 2a,, . Hence a, = 0. Similarly 6, = 0; so b = I,. 
Since lK,(d) :-= 0, 1, f R, for any n + 0, a E 8, nor does I,,= R, + [Rh, R,] 
for a +- 0 in 4. Hence Za E [R(f), R(f)] and K,(d) = I,. The converse is 
clear. 1 
Let JZ be a bimodule for g, d E ZI(/, M). Then d can be extended to 
d t D(E(,y, M), E(y, M)) by defining d/i12 = 0, and then to 
k',(d) E Z)(K,q(E(,f, AZ)), h-,(E(f, M))). 
A check of definitions reveals that Ks(d)jK,(j’) E D(K,(j), is(M)) and 
commutes with r. We write K,(d) for this restriction. As an immediate 
corollary to the previous lemma, we have 
COROLLARY 1. L,et d E D($, M). Then K,<(d) is inner ;f rind only if 
dE [RLf), RW)I. 
By this corollary the map 
is a monomorphism. We have seen that the image of this map is contained in 
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We want to show that the map above is also a epimorphism. For this, we show 
that if D E D(K,($), i,(M)), th ere is a d E I(K,(#), i,(M)) such that D -. d is 
the image of an element of D($, M); and, further, that if D commutes with n, 
then d may be chosen to commute with 7r. 
LEMMA 3. IfDl, D, E D(K,($), i,(M)), &D, C M, #‘D, C ill’, k = 1,2, 
D,/$ = DJ$, then D, = D, . 
Proof. We prove the equivalent statement that if D E D(K,y($), i,(M)), 
fD C M, Y’D C M’, then D is determined by D/y. 
Since [&, 41 = -%9), we have LZ’(&) D C P(f). In the relation 
[a, &I D = [a& &I + [a, WI, 
both [a, R,] D and [aD, R,] are assumed known. Hence the action of 
R,D E 5?(j) on d is determined, and so R,D is determined for all b 1~ f. 
This, in turn, determines [R,, , Rh] D f or all a, b in 8. Now, D is determined 
on Z(f). 
Again, 
[I, b’] D = [ID, h’] + [I, b’D], 
and since [l, b’] EL?(~), [I, b’] D and [ID, b’] are known. This determines 
[I, b’D], and, since b’D E $, [l, b’D] :: R,,,, . But R,,, determines 6’0. 1 
The equation 
U, Rbl D = W, &I + [L WI 
implies that if 1 D = 0 then bD = [I, R,,D]. But bD == [l, R,,] so, in this 
case, R,D = R,, . 
LEMMA 4. If D E D(K,(fl), i,(M)), ID = 1’D == 0, then D = K,(d) for 
some d E D($, M). 
Proof. 
R,D = [l, I’] D = [lD, I’] + [l, I’D] =: 0. 
For a E f, 
ad = [a, R,] D == [aD, R,]. 
Then, since [i,(M), R,] C M @ M’, /D C M @ M’. But [aD, l] = [a, l]D = 0 
because [a, l] = 0. This implies UD C 111 and then BD C M, since 
[m’, l] = -R, f 0 for all m’ EM’. Similarly B’D C M’. 
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Define d : 2 --f M, a linear map, by ad = aD for all a E f. Then 
(a.6) d = (aR,) d = [a, Rh] D = [aD, Rh] + [a, RhD] 
-7 [aD, Rb] + [a, I?,,] (by the remark following the previous lemma) 
= ad.b + a.(bd). 
Therefore d E D($, M). 
Since K,(d)/2 = D/f by definition, the previous lemma shows that 
K,(d) = D. I 
LEMMA 5. Let D E D(K,($), i,(M)). Then there is a d E I(K,($), i,S(M)) 
such that 
l(D - d) = l’(D - d) = 0 
If D commutes with x, then d may be taken to commute with r. 
Proof. Write 
Then 
ID = ml + q’ + R,,,, -I- 1 [IL4 , R,,J. 
ID = [I, R,] D = [ID, R,] + [l, R,D]. 
Expanding both sides: 
ml + 1~~’ + Rm3 + c [R,( , R,,l = ml -- m2’ -t 11, WI. 
Hence 
[ 1, WI = 2m,’ T Rrr13 i- c [R,, , %,I. 
But 
[ 1, i,(M)] _C M $ R(M). 
Since we are working over a field of characteristic f2, this implies 
then 
m2 = 0 and c [R,, , R,,l = 0; 
1D = ml + JLQ, [I, RIDl = Rm3. 
The last implies 
R,D = al + m3’ I 1 [Rb4 , Rnll 
for some n, t AI, {n4j _C M, {b4} _C ,$J. 
Now 
R,D = [I, 1’1 D = [ID, 1’1 + [l, l’D], 
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and expanding: 
Hence 
nl + m3’ + 1 [ha , R,,] = L, + 11131 + [l, I’D]. 
Again, since 
[l, I’DI = n, - Rml + c [ha, R,,]. 
this implies 
and 
[l, i,(M)] C M @ R(M), 
c F&d 9 &,I = 0 
I’D = Rnl - ml’ + 4 + c [& , &J 
for some k, E M, {k4} C M, (~4) C f. 
So far we have 
I’D = k, - ml’ + Rnl + c [Q, &J 
R,D = n1 + my’. 
I’D = [R, , 1’1 D = [RID, 1’1 + [R, , I’D] and expanding: 
k, - m,’ + Rnl + 1 [R,, , R,J = [W, 1’1 - 4 - ml’. 
Since 
[i,@i’), 1’1 C ill’ + R(M) 
and the characteristic is not 2, this gives k, = 0 and Z[Rc, , R,(&] = 0. 
Then 
I’D = RnI - m,‘. 
Consider the inner derivation 
and 
VL1 i- m3’ - &. 
l(&, + m3’ - nlh = ml + R,,, a = ID; 
l’(R,,,1 + m3’ - TZ,)~ = -m,’ + R, 1 = I’D. 
Therefore, this is the required inner derivation. 
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Finally, if D commutes with 71, 
R,,l - m,’ = 1’D : (ID)’ := (m, -t Rmg)’ = ml’ - R,,,3 . 
Hence m, = 0, n, = -m3 , 1 D = R,,L3 , and the inner derivation (m3 + m,‘), 
clearly commutes with Z-. 1 
THEOREM 1. For any module M over a finite-dimensional Jordan algebra 8, 
Proof. As previously noted, we need only show that the monomorphisms 
already constructed are onto. Let D E D(K,S(2), i,(M)). By Lemma 5, there 
exists d E I(K,(#), i,(M)) such that 
l(D-d)= l’(Z)-d)=O. 
By Lemma 4, D - d is in the image of D(f, M). Finally, we have seen that if 
D commutes with n, we may choose d to commute with 7~. 1 
As a corollary to this theorem, we have a new proof of the well known 
COROLLARY 2. If & is semisimple Jordan of characteristic 0, 111 a unital 
bimodule for b, then all derivations from & to M are inner. 
Proof. 9 semisimple implies K,s(&) semisimple. M unital implies 
Mm>, KLOI f 0. Th en f rom standard results of Lie algebras of charac- 
teristic 0 (Jacobson [14]), 
Therefore, 
ISOTOPIC JORDAX ALGEBRAS 
Let X, b, y E 6. 
DEFINITION. {xby}=(x.b).y+(b.y).x-(x.y).b, 
U,, = 2Ra2 - R,.2. 
DEFINITION. The b homotope of &, written ,,@cb), is the Jordan algebra on 
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the vector space & with multiplication x.,,y = {xby). If b is invertible in 2, 
then &tb) is called the b isotope of $. 
DEFINITION. Two Jordan algebras jl , j2 are homotopic, if f1 N 2:$’ for 
some b E fa . They are isotopic if b is invertible in &a . 
The final topic of this section is the relation between cohomology modules 
of isotopic Jordan algebras. Let 8, M be as always, b E & an invertible 
element, E(j’, M) the split null extension with elements written (a, m), 
a E 8, nz E M. We can form E($, M) cb), the b isotope. An easy calculation 
shows that 
(a1 2 ?).b (% > f%) = {@I 7 d(b, (86% > %)) 
= (W4, b%b%l + bdJ%~) 
= ($.b”2, m,.bu, + ul.bnZZ). 
Thus, there is a one-to-one correspondence (since isotopy is a symmetric 
relation) between bimodules for $ and those for g(b). If M is a bimodule for 
I, the corresponding bimodule 121 cb) for gcb) is on the vector space M m-ith 
multiplication 
a.bm = m.,u = {ubm}. 
Let I be the classical inner derivation functor. For any bimodule M, we 
want to show that H,“(f, 111) N H1”(# cb), Mb)) for all n > 1 where (H”j- are 
the cohomology modules as defined in Glassman [26]. As may have been 
expected, one tool to be used is the Lie algebra K,5(&) and bimodule i,(M). 
The map 
y : a + c’ + z--+ a + (CU,. - 1)’ + I 
is an isomorphism of K,(f) with KS(f(b)) and of is(M) as a K,(j)- 
bimodule with i,(M’b)) as a K,s(f(b))-bimodule. 
LEMMA 6. 
D(f, M) - D(f(b’, M’b’) 
I($, M) - I(f(b’, M(b)) - 
Proof. We already know that 
and 
DV (b), M’b’) D(K(Pb9, i,(Mcb))) 
1(2(b), M(b)) N I(K&Pb)), i,(Mcb))) * 
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It will be enough to show that 
If d E D(K,(j), i,(M)), the map y-t ds, E D(Ks(/(*)), is(M(*))) since the 
composition of an isomorphism with a derivation is a derivation. Since y is an 
isomorphism, we have 
D(K,<(g), i,(M)) ‘v D(Ks(g(b’), i,<(lw’J’)), 
and we need only show that this preserves inner derivations. 
Consider 
c - [c, @ll, m E i,(M). 
For c’ E K,(&Q’)), 
c’q’ dp, = [c’@, m] F = [c’, my] EI(K,(g(*)), i,QW*‘)). 1 
LEMMA 7. fP(#, M) N fP(&‘*‘, M’b’). 
Proof. Suppose 0 ---+ M---f 9 + ,# - 0 is a short singular extension of 
M by 2. 6 E & is invertible and, by a theorem in Jacobson [15], (6, 0) E Y 
is invertible. Suppose multiplication in 9 is given by 
(a, Y m,) . (u2 )m,) = (u, . a2 , nz, . a, --I- WI1 . a2 -+ f (Ul , a,)), 
f a Jordan 2-cocycle. Then, an easy computation shows that multiplication in 
3*s”) is given by 
(Ul 7 ml).(b,,,) (62 , %) -: ((44, k+d’ $- {“,bm,j -t-k+% , %)) 
where 
&I , a,) = f (a1 1 6) . 62 + f (a* .b, u2) f f(k u2) . a, 
+f(b.a z,a,)-f(a,,a,),6-ff(a,,a,,6). 
It is clear that the map which associates to the extension 0 + 114 + 3’ -+ 
2. + 0, the extension 0 - Mtb) -+ lia(**O) - gcbJ - 0 is well-defined and 
respect equivalence. Hence we have a homomorphism 
@ : wyg, AI) - H’(g’*‘, kv). 
To show that @ is an isomorphism, we construct an inverse Y. Let 
(6, O).p2 ~ (u, m). Then a == 6.~2. Given an exact sequence 0 - MC”’ --f 
9” ---f $(*) + 0, we associate the sequence 0 - M - 5?“n.‘m) - j’ + 0. 
Since f(*‘(6.-2) z f”, M(*)(6*.-2) zz fif, we can prove as before that this map 
preserves equivalence and induces @-I 7~ Y’. 1 
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LEMMA 8. H"(f, M) 'u H"(f (b), Mtb)) for all n > 2. 
Proof. It is clear that exact sequences of bimodules for 4 and /‘(“) 
coincide. Further, if 
then 
f E HomU(dtQMjb), A@)) 
without change. Consequently, equivalence of sequences of bimodules is 
defined independent of whether the bimodules are regarded as being operated 
upon by g or by /rb). When we combine this with the equivalence above for 
n ~1 2, we have the lemma. 1 
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We are now ready to begin the program outlined in the introduction. 
Let (O!, Y) be an associative algebra with unit and involution over a field K 
of characteristic f2, n >, 4. The involution A, -+ (A12T)t, where A,’ is the 
matrix formed by applying Y to each component of A, and t denotes transpose, 
is called the standard involution. If {a$’ are invertible and symmetric in ad, 
iz, + diag(a, ,..., a,)(A,‘)t diag(a;‘,..., a,‘) 
is an involution called canonical. If R is any canonical involution of &, , 
Zn(O!, R), the subalgebra of ,Q&‘,I of R-symmetric elements, is Jordan. We 
write 
a[ij] = aeij + a,(ar)aT1eji E 3Ep,(OZ, RR), a E OT. 
Jacobson [ 1.51 has shown that the category of unital Jordan bimodules for 
=ri”,(d, R) and th e category of unital associative bimodules with involution for 
(G!, R) are equivalent. For the map r on objects, let (N, Y) be an associative 
bimodule with involution for (G!, Y). Then (E(& N), Y) is an associative algebra 
with unit and involution Y extending that on 6Y, and we form Xn(E(OZ, N), R), 
a Jordan algebra with unit. Define 
WY r) = XL n 8&W, N), RI, 
a unital Jordan bimodule for -yl”(G!, R). 
Conversely, if M is a unital Jordan bimodule for Xn(O& R); E(SQO?, R), M) 
is a Jordan algebra with unit and, by the coordinatization theorem (Jacobson 
V5lh 
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for some associative (29, f). It can be seen that 
@!I, f) ‘v (E(U(‘, Iv’), Y’) 
where 
(GZ’, Y’) ‘v (62, I), 
(M’, Y’) a unital associative bimodule with involution for (O!‘, Y’). Then 
M = T(M’, Y’). 
For any algebra CZ, U(Q) is the universal enveloping algebra of a’, and 
U,(a) is the unital universal enveloping algebra of U. If OZ has involution I, 
(U(@, 6) is the universal enveloping algebra of O? with involution 0. 
For morphisms, if (Nr , YJ, (N a, YJ are unital bimodules for (LZ, r), 
rl E Hom(U,cn),a)((L~l , yl), (N2 , r,)), then 7 induces 
by applying 7 to each component. Conversely, if 
then +j = r(q) for some 
Jacobson also shows the following. Suppose (ai , Ye), (GZ, , r2) are asso- 
ciative with unit and involution; &$(lpI, , R,), &$(LZYa , Ra) are the Jordan 
algebras given by canonical involutions using the matrices of invertible 
symmetric elements diag(a,), diag(b,), respectively. Suppose that 
71 : (al ) II) - (& ) Y2) 
is a morphism af algebras with involution such that ai = bi for all i. Then +I 
induces 
;i : %(a1 > 4) - -eL(& , R,), 
a morphism of algebras, by applying 7 to each component of the matrix. 
Conversely, if 
+j : 3qq , R,) - 3302 , R,) 
is a morphism of algebras such that 
Lz,M7S = L&Y1 
for all i, j, then +j is induced as above. 
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Assume, until otherwise specified, that R is standard. Let d E D((GJ, I), 
(;V, Y)). Then d induces 8 E Hom((E(& N), r), (E(QZ, N), r)) of algebras by 
(a, m) 8 = (a, ad), m E N. Since 16 = 1, we have 
8 E Hom(%(E(K N), R), -KM@, N), R)) 
induced as above. Let A E &, n &(E(U, N), R). Then A8 = (A, Ad), Ad 
the matrix of elements of N formed by applying d componentwise to A. Since 
8 is a homomorphism of algebras, this implies that r(d), the map formed by 
restricting 8 to 
an n K&W, N), R) = Z(K R) 
and considering only the second component of the image, is in 
D(%(R 4, W, ~1). 
I,EMMA 9. Let D E D(%QM, R), r(N, Y)). Then there exists a 
d E D((@> r), (N r)) 
such that D = r(d), if and only ;f 1 [ij] D = 0 for all i, j. 
Proof. If D = r(d), the result is clear. Conversely, suppose I[zj] D =: 0. 
Then D E D(XQG& R), r(N, 7)) can be extended to 
D : WC&Z r), r(N, r)) -+ E(X(G RI, r(N, r>), 
a homomorphism of algebras, by defining (a, m) D = (a, aD), m E F’(N, Y). 
This extension maps l[ij] to I[zj] and so, by previous considerations, arises 
from 6 E Hom((E(@ N), r), (E(lZ, N), r)) with 16 = 1, a6 = (a, ad) for some 
rl E D((l7, Y), (N, r)). Then D = F(d). 1 
If (X, r) is a unital associative bimodule for (a, r), then (N, , R) is a unital 
bimodule for (6& , R) under associative multiplication of matrices. Let a E CT,, 
he symmetric, m EN, skew. Then 
(nm - ma)R = (mR)(aR) - (aR)(mR) = (-m)a - a(-m) = am - ma; 
that is, mR - m, (associative multiplication) is a derivation of CZn into *L-T, 
which preserves symmetric elements. By restriction to the symmetric elements 
we get 
m R - mL E D(X(K R), (N r)), 
for all m skew in N, . 
SLlppose F(-"V; ,?-)A T(IL:,, r) ---) 0 is exact. We know that rr = r(7) for 
some 7 : (N, , Y) - (iv, , r), and 7 . is c ear y an epimorphism. Then 7 induces 1 1 
an epimorphism ?j : (N,, , R) -+ (Nan, R). Suppose m, E (N2,, R), m2 skew, 
mn, E (Ni, , R) with mlfj =.= mz . Then &(m, - m,R) E (Nln , R) is skew, and 
is carried into m, by is. 
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Thus x\e see that 
is exact. 
If we define, for any X7,7,(@, R)-bimodule T(N, Y), J(2&(6T, R), T(N, Y)) to 
be the K vector space of derivations of the form nx - nL , n skew in (N, , R), 
then by the remarks above, / is an inner derivation functor. 
Our aim is to prove that 
ff,‘((R ~1, (N y)) ‘v f~&%z(~, RI, W? ~1). 
To that end, the next several lemmas will show that if 
D E W’C(% RI, W, y)), 
then there is a 
such that 
D t J(X(& 4, W? ~1) 
I[zj](D ~ D) = 0 
for all ;,j, and therefore that 
D ~ D p= r(d) 
for some 
d E D((R y), (N ~1). 
By an easy computation, any classical inner derivation 
Wai > &,,I 
can be written 
z[a, , mzlR ~- ,%G ,milLT 
as a Lie triple product. Here, the products am, ma arc not the Jordan elements 
a . m, 111 . a, but are formed in the associative bimodule N, for O& Since a, , 
mi are skew in & , N, , respectively, [ai , mi] is also skew. Hence 
&%(K R), W, y)) C JFfW, RI, r(lv, y)). 
IVe reproduce the multiplication table for Jordan matrix algebras with 
standard involvution. 
2a[i] . b[jk] = ab[ik] i, j, k distinct 
2a[ii] . b[ij] = (ab + (ar) b)[ij] i#j 
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2a[ij] . b[ji] = ab[ii] $- [ba] jj ifj 
u[ii] . b[ii] = (u + ar) . (b j- bY)[ii] 
u[;i] . b[kZ] = 0 neither i norj equal k or I 
upj] = (UY)[ji]. 
LEMMA 10. Zfl[li]D=OfoYnlZi,then l[;j]D=OfoYalli,j. 
Proof. 
i fj : I[zj] = 2(1[li]. I[lj]), 
so 
l[i]D = 2(l[li] D. I[lj]) + 2(l[li]. l[lj] D) = 0. 
i = j# I : l[jj] = 2(1[Ij]. l[lj]) ~ l[ll]. 
As before 
(l[lj]. l[lj]) D = 0. 
I [I 11 D 2 0 by assumption. Therefore 1 [jj] D = 0. 1 
If7e write 
LEMMA 1 I. l[ll] DEC~~~A’[~~]. 
Proof. The equation 
$[11]. &[ll] = #I] 
yields 
J[ll]. (I[111 D) = i[ll] D. 
This says that I[1 I] D lies in the half-space of the idempotent ~:[I I]. Since 
I [I !] D E r(N, Y) we have 
LEMMA 12. Zfl[ll] D = 0,jf I, then l[lj] D~~~,,rN[li]. 
Ptmf. The equation 1 [I j] = l[ 1 I] . I [ 1 j] yields 
l[lj] D = I[1 I] D . l[lj] + l[l I] . (l[lj] D). 
Rewriting: 
;[lj] D = i[ll] . (l[lj] D), 
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that is, I [ lj] D lies in the half-space of the idempotent +[I 11. Therefore 
l[li]D E c N[li]. 1 
i .,L I 
LEMMA 13. Let D E D(Z%(CZ, R), r(i\:, r)) be such that 1 [I j] D has [Ii] 
component 0 for all j 3 1, i > 1. Then 1 [ii] D == 0 for all i, j. 
Proof. By Lemma 11, 
l[ll]DE C N[li], 
ill 
implying I[ 1 l] D = 0. With this, by Lemma 12, 
l[lj]D~ c N[li] for all j > 1, 
ii1 
implying 1 [I j] D = 0. Then, by Lemma 10, 
I[zj] D = 0 for all i, j. 1 
LmnI,t 14. For i f 1, the coeficient of [Ii] in 1 [l i] D is u skew element of 
(A’, 1.). 
Proof. By applying Lemma I 1 to the idempotents +[l 11, $[ii], we see that 
(l[li],“) D = (+[ll] + J[ii]) D has [II] component 0. But this is just 
2[1 i] . (1 [ii] D) and the coefficient of [l I] of this product is exactly the coeffi- 
cient of [li] in l[li] D, say m. Then m[ll] == 0. Expanding: 
implyingm = -mr. 1 
(m +- mr) e,, = 0, 
THEOREM 2. Let D E D(3$(6??, R), r(N, Y)). Then there is a 
D E J(%(E RI, w, r)) 
such that 
I[ij](D - D) = 0 
for all i, j. Hence there is a d E D((GZ, r), (N, r)) such that 
D - D = r(d). 
Proof. By Lemma 13, it will be sufficient to find D such that the [li] 
component of I[1 l](D - D) is 0 for all i > 0 and the [li] component of 
l[lj](D -D) is 0 for all i > 1, j > 1. 
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Write 
l[ll]D = E m,.[lk] 
b=% 
and let 
the associator; where, for each k, j + I, k. D, is independent of the choices of 
.j f 1, k. We see that 
l[ll]D, = i m,[lk] 
k2 
and 
D, E I (Za(n, R), r(X y)) C /(%(@, R), r(N r)). 
\V\;e now have 
l[ll](D - DJ = 0 
and, by the remarks at the beginning of this theorem and Lemmas 12 and 14, 
we may assume 
I[lj](D - DJ = f mj,Jlk] 
lx,=2 
where mj,j is skew. For j f 1 let 
Dj = C [--2[kk], 7 mj,k;[ikll. 
kf1.j 
Then 
l[lj]Dj = C mj,l;[lk], l[lZ]Dj = 0 
icj 1.j 
for 1 # j. Thus 
and 
l[ljl (D - 2 D,) = md.il, 
1 
mj,j skew in (A’, Y). 
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Consider the matrix diag(mj,j) where ~zr,r = 0. This is skew in (N, , R) 
since it has only diagonal entries each of which is skew. Further 
l[ljl(diag(~j.,)) - (dk4~~~,A) 1 [Ii1= ~~j.j[ljl 
for all j f 1. Finally 
D,+l = diag(mj.j), - diag(mj,,), E /(JK(fl, R), r(N, Y). 
Thus. the derivation whose existence is asserted in the theorem is 
It is interesting (but not necessary for the sequel) to esamine, here, the case 
characteristic K { n. With D as in the theorem, we consider the restriction of 
D to sn(K, R), the subalgebra of 2n(GY, R) generated by {k[ij] 1 k E K all i, jj. 
zn(K, R) is separable and, by a theorem of Harris [7], in case characteristic 
KY 11, all derivations of X*(K, R) into any bimodule are classically inner; in 
particular, the restriction of Z) is such. Hence, we immediately obtain a 
D E Z(2qGT, R), r(fv, Y)) 
such that 
for all i, j. 
l[;i](Z) U) =o 
With the analysis of the theorem, however, we can explicitly construct 
D. Since the constructions of U, . . . . . I),, all yielded derivations in 
Z(Xn(/9/, R, r(N, Y)), we are reduced to the case 
l[lj] n == m,,,[lj;, ?t?j~, 
skew in (N, Y), 1[1 I] D = 0. Write 
mjei = m, - m,r, 917, E 3 
and let, for-j f 1, 
sj = 
( ! 
+ (m, + m3 + -** + mjwl f m,,, + *** + m,) + (+) mj . 
Define 
It is now a tedious but not difficult calculation to verify that DrLtl has the 
required effect. 
Recall that all of the preceding was done for R standard. We maintain that 
assumption. 
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COROLLARY 3. Hl’((K y), (N y)) v ffJ’(Z(K R), WY y)). 
Proof. By Theorem 2, 
is onto. 
I((f2’, Y), (LV, Y)) = [mR - mL 1 m skew in N], 
and if rt = mR - mL , 
r(d) = diag(m), - diag(m), E /(,Yn(CZ, R), r(N, v)). 
Hence r induces an epimorphism 
r : H,‘((@ 91 w 4) = D(toy y), or9 y)) + HJ’(&qa, I?), lyv, I)). qfl, y), (jy y)) 
\Ve show that this induced map is one-to-one by showing that if 
D E J(X(fl, q, rtnr, y)), D = T(d), 
then d E I((@ Y), (N, Y)). From remarks at the beginning of this section, and by 
definition of J, if 
D E &7iQn, R), q,v, Y)), 
then D = B, - BL , B E X7, , where this is associative matrix multiplication. 
Further, since D = r(d) for some d, I [;i] D = 0 for all i, j, and a[$] D E N[ij] 
for all a E CZ. 
Suppose 
Then for all i, 
B = c mijefj , mij E *AT. 
i.i 
1 [C] D = eiiB - Beii = 0. 
In particular, the eik coefficient of l[ii] D, i # K, is 0. But this is mix: . Hence 
m,,: = 0 for i f k and B =: diag(m, ,..., ml,). 
Ijext, l[;j] D = 0 for all i f.j. That is 
(eij + e,,) B - B(e;, -C e,i) = 0, 
or 
Combining: 
mjeij + mieji - mieij - mjeji = 0. 
(mj - mi) eij + (mi - mj) eji = 0. 
This implies mi = mj = m for all i, j; and D = I’(d) where, for a IE f2, 
nd =: am - ma. Since d is a derivation, m is skew. 1 
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LEMMA 15. Let R be any canonical incolution. (N, Y) is an injective (67, Y) 
bimodule if and only if 
is an injective Zn(6T?, R)-bimodule. 
Proof. Suppose T(N, Y) is inject&. \Ve show (N, Y) is injective, that is, 
injective in the category of bimodules with involution. Suppose given the 
diagram 
0 -----f (l”il ) Y1) --+ (n;, ) r2) 
of (CT, Y) bimodules. This induces a diagram 
0 - qlvl ( 1.J -- zy;l;, , Y‘J 
1 /” g”f 
zyv, Y) 
of Xa(OT, K)-bimodules, whercf exists since r(;\T, Y) is injcctivc. But we have 
seen that any such homomorphism has the form 
r(g), g E Hom(,l (~).~)((ik~~ , y,), (N, y)). 
Clearly, g completes the original diagram. 
The converse is similar. 1 
Now, by Corollary 3, for (.V, Y) injective, R standard 
HJyzn(a, Y), qiv, F)) ‘v zzry(u, Y), (A-, Y)) =~I 0. 
By Lemma 15, since r is an equivalcncc, 
C’OROLLAHY 4. Zf R is standard, AT an injective &module fw .rxj,(fl, R), then 
HJ1(XTL(Gl, R), 113) = 0. 1 
We are now ready to extend these results to matrix algebras with canonical 
involution. Recall that if y is a Jordan algebra over a field K of characteristic 
+2, $2 a f-bimodule, we constructed a Lie algebra K,(R) and a Lie 
bimodule i,(M) for it with the property that 
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where y is induced by the injection 
D(f, M) - wG(f), 4~)). 
Further, if 2(b) is isotopic to 8, then 
q27 G QPb’) 
(but w is not a map of algebras with automorphism), and there is a bimodule 
APb’ for $tb) such that 
D(K,(Jq, i,(M)) z D(lqpb’), i&W’)) 
and 
H,yK,(‘y), is(M)) z H,yK,(p’), is(M@‘)). 
Let R be standard, R canonical. We know that 
Xn(6T, R) N &(C?, R)cb’ 
for some b, and we use the latter form. We write 
d = %(K R), f’b’ gg .YzQct, I?). 
Let 111 be a 1 bimodule. 
Define 
Then 
1taa Mm) 2 Km, wm 
Consider the map 
given by the composite 
D($(b’, M’b’) - D(KLPb’), G(AJcb’)) 2 Dt~,t~), i,(M)) 
proj DtK(A, us) 
-- JWdA, GW * 
@ is an epimorphism, because it can also be considered as the composite 
D(f(b’, M(b)) - onto D(Ks(d’b’>, is(Mcb’)) A 
WGtPb’h Wfcb’N 
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DEFINITION. J(f(“) Adtb)) ~_ ker @. 
Note first that all ,tb; bimodules are of the form M(b) for some & bimodule 
M, so J(pb’, ) is well-defined. Kate also that if b = 1, i.e. R = i?, then this 
definition of /(f, ) agrees with the former one. We want to verify, in the 
general case, that J(ftb), ) is an inner derivation functor; the only part of 
this that is not obvious is that J(f(“), ) preserves epimorphisms. 
With ,f as above, let MI -% M, - 0 be an exact sequence of f bimodules. 
Using the argument about lifting of skew elements that we previously used, it 
is easy to see that 
JWdB’), ~dW> - /(f%@h 4P2)) - 0 
is exact. We have the injection 
v : D(f”‘, My) -+ D(Ks(JJ’b’), i,(Mz!“‘)). 
By definition, if 
then 
if and only if 
Then there exists 
such that don = d$P. 
Letting 
d’ = dY-’ E D(K,($(b), ~,(AL’;~))), 
we have d’!Pm = dyY. 
Consider the commutative diagram 
D( y(b) db’) 
D(%‘“‘.n) 
2 1 l D(f ‘“‘, A@) 
1 
c 
1 
v 
I), qjpp)) -DB D(K,(/db)) i (M(b))). 7.3 2 
1 
Y 1 
Y 
wcu9~ $K)) 
DW,G=).d 
l wxn aw) 
By commutativity of the bottom square, 
d’mY = d’Yon = dFY. 
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Since Y is an isomorphism d’m = dp By a previous result, there is a 
such that 
y E I(K (&‘b’) s i (M’b))) 9s 1 
Then 
d’ - y = 6p, 6 E .(j-‘“’ M”‘) 9 1’ 
Somp = Syorr = (d’ - y) or = d’orr - yorr = dp - pr. 
Hence 
Sony g dp(l(K ($‘“‘) s i (Mcb’)) 7s 2 . 
b’e have seen in Glassman [26], 
(Son - d) v E I(K (f’“‘) s i (M’b’)) 7s 2 
implies 
Then 
Son = d + 1 [RF’R$. 
Since r is an epimorphism, we can lift each nz, in the sum above to q E fil, 
yielding 
1 [Rf’R:;] 07~ = c [Rt’R;;]. 
Then 
(8 - 1 [Rf’R:;]) on = Son - 1 [Rf)R:;] OTT = d. 
We have so far succeeded in lifting d to a derivation 
An easy calculation shows that 
Hence 
(6 - c [R:‘Rj,$) o@ = 0. 
and J(fb’, 1 
preserves epimorphisms. 1 
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By returning to the construction of M(bl and the isomorphism of 
Aqol, R) z %qn, R)‘b’, 
it is easy to see that if (N, Y) is an (01, Y) bimodule, then 
T(N, Y)(b) = (N, (7 sf#qn, N), R))(b)) z N, n 2&qa, iv), I?). 
Then I’(N, Y) ‘b) is injective if and only if (N, Y) is injective if and only if 
r(N, r) is injective; that is, Mtb) is an injective $cb) bimodule if and only if M 
is an injective $ bimodule. 
COROLLARY 4’. If R is any canonical involution, M an injective &module for 
i%QcY, R), then 
HJ1(r%,(Gl, R), M) = 0. 
Proof. Again, write 
2tqa, R) = j.(b), i&j c Mtb’. 
We have seen that 
D(~:‘b” M’b’) ~ I(K (~), is(M)) 
s 
is an epimorphism with kernal J(#(“), iII(b)). Hence 
But M’b) injective implies M injective implies 
DC&, w = 0 
/(f, Ml 
by Corollary 4. Hence 
From now on, R will denote any canonical involution. 
LEMMA 15. IP(S%(Q!, R), T(N, 7)) N F((G!, r), (N, r))for all k 3 2. 
Proof. For k = 2, Jacobson [15] h as shown this. For k > 2, it will be 
sufficient to show that if 
0 ---f Nl --f N, + N3 -+ 0 
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is an exact sequence of (M, r) bimodules, then 
0 --f qA$ ) Y1) -* qLv, ) Yp) - r(N, ) YJ - 0 
is exact, and conversely. But this is immediate from the definitions. If 
then 
and similarly for the cokernel. 1 
From this, 
H’(Tqo!, R), M) = 0 
for M injective. As discussed in Glassman [26], choosing any finite set of 
generators for j, we can construct a U(Xn(M, R))-module C such that 
is the k-th right derived functor of 
R any canonical involution. As was the case with involution, the module C 
above is not necessarily the simplest or most advantageous. The situation 
now indicates a simpler choice for C, a choice that relates to the cohomology 
of (a, r) and allows the extension of Corollary 3 to canonical involutions. 
Recall that H1”((& r), (N, r)) was defined in Glassman [26] to be 
Hom(u,cmd(K -4, (N ~1). 
Write (a, -r) for the bimodule with involution (02, -r). Define 
C, = &F?= n Zn(E(tZ, a), R). 
From the equivalence of categories previously discussed, 
ffJo(%(@, R), Vi, 4) = Homu(m,(n,dC,, UN 9) 
= Hom(ul(~),c)((R -1, (NY y)> = ff,‘((Q’, y), (N ~1). 
This, Corollary 4’, and Lemma 15, imply that 
ff?((% y), (N y)) = ff~“G%z(% RI> WC y)> 
for all (N, Y) and all K > 0, as discussed in Glassman [26]. 
COROLLARY 6. If R is any canonical involution, H/(Xn(6T, n), ) is the 
k-th right derived functor of 
LEMMA 16. If (N, Y) is a projective bimodzdle for (G& Y) in the category of 
b~~odules with involution, then N is a projective Gl bimodule. 
Proof. Let: (X, T) b e a free bimodule with in~oiution which projects onto 
(N, r). Then the standard proof shows that (~“i; r) is a direct summand (with 
involution) of (X, r). This implies that N is a direct summand of X. But if 
(X, r) is free on (xi), then X is free on {xi , sir}. So N is a direct summand of a 
free bimodule, and is projective. 1 
rikBOREiLl 3. Cjis a projective X=(@, R)“bi~nodaie if and only if&$(@, li) is 
separable. 
Proof. If &$(6& R) is separable, ~(~*(~, R)) is separable, so all finite 
dimensional &Q@, R)-bimodules are projective. In particular, C, is projective. 
Suppose that C, is projective. Then, as we did for injectives, we can show 
that projective bimodules for ti?,(@, R) correspond to projective bimodules 
for (a, r). Since 
C, = an n c%$(E(@, a), R), 
(a, -r) is projective with involution. By the previous lemma, fl is a projective 
cjg bimodule. It is a standard result for finite dimensional associative algebras 
that @ is separable if and only if OT is projective as a bimodule over itself. 
Therefore O! is separable. We need to show, now, that &Z separable implies 
r;“,(G!, R) separable; and since 
where F is a field extension of K, it wil1 s&ice to show that a semisimple 
implies sn(@, R) semisimple. 
If 6Y is semisimple, then so is (at, o) for any invoiution u. (a, 5) has 
summands which are either simple ideals of C’Z or of the form fir @ 6& , 
6& simple and G& N_ G& under (T. Consider (O!, Y) as an (a, r) bimodule. Since 
the AQ@, R)-bimodule x=(6%‘, R) is isomorphic to eZ, A xn(E(fl, a), R), 
z%QOZ, R) is completely reducible as an &&(GZ, R)-bimodufe. Hence s%(@t R) 
is semisimple. 1 
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COROLLARY 7. &QCZ, R) is separable ;f arzd only if 
for all M if and only if C, is projective, and C, is projective if and only if 
&QOT, R) is separable. 1 
COROLLARY 8. If (a, Y) is associative with involution and 
fey all bimodules with involution (M, I), then 
D(@ Ml = o 
I(& M) 
for all bimodules M. 
Proof. 
H,‘CC@, 9, (M, 4) = ~~t~~lc~m((OT, -4, (M 4). 
But 
~~f:uIm,,((~, -9, (M 9) = 0 
forall(M,r)ifandonlyif (0, - ) p J t Y is ro’ec ive with involution. By Lemma 16, 
this occurs only if GF? is a projective O? bimodule, implying @ separable and all 
bimodules are injective. 1 
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